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Ready-to-Go!Ã‚Â® Blank Board Products are a world of inspiration for papercrafters. Products are

available in dozens of themes. No Prep work needed. Get ready to paint, journal, embellish, draw

and more. Ready-to-Go!Ã‚Â® Blank Board Products from C&T Publishing have been awarded the

2009 Disney Family Fun Boredom Buster Award.

The image on  (which is also the label on the product) clearly shows rounded off corners, but the

actual product has sharp square corners. I specifically bought the 6x6 as opposed to the 8x8 and

12x12 for this feature so that I could make a baby-safe book of family pictures for my infant

daughter. I suspect that at one time the image on the label was of the actual product, but that the

manufacturer switched to a cheaper square cut without updating the label. Now I will have to find a

way to modify the book myself. I would not have purchased this product if accurate images were

shown.

Bought this to make a book for my 1 year old. The photo clearly shows rounded corners, that is not

the case the corners are sharp and pointed. Also the pages are thin not like a regular board book.

Will be returning. Hope they change the stock photo because it is misleading.



I enjoy making storybooks and pop-up-books for adults and children. In that kind of work, the design

itself of the story and images is usually the central part of the work.Having a book medium ready for

you you use to place your creative efforts saves time, energy, and frustration. That's why I use

these books. My favorite That I've made using this base was last year's "White Christmas" with Bing

Crosby. The binding and the boards help together for movement scenes and pop-up-pages. That

was essential, or the project would have failed

These are sturdy with decent binding - i was looking for more glossy pages like a regular board

book - these feel more papery / cardboardy. But that probably makes it more conducive to not

smearing ink and stuff - but I wanted the glossy pages. Note the 14 pages includes the front and

back covers.

We have made several books for our son and as presents for friends. We use photoshop to create

the illustrations and text, then print them out on sticker paper. Trim the stickers to size and apply.

Voila, a glossy finish that is more durable.

This is exactly what I wanted.Excellent quality.

Love, love, love these books. Since they are not found elsewhere easily...please, please,

please...keep them in stock here.

These blank books make it easy to design your own board books. Kids can have so much fun

participating in the process, and it's great to be able to customize something to read to them. The

pages on the books are matte, making it easy to use just about any type of writing or coloring

medium on them.
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